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Abstract: The research aims to design a program of vision and mental notion impact on the focus of attention
and the effectiveness of the skilful performance of Judo players. The researcher used the experimental method
by experimental design for two groups, one experimental and the other officer, by measurements (pre and post
-tests) for each group. The research sample was of 24 players splited randomly into two groups, experimental
and control groups, each consists of 12 players.measures of mental perception were used to measure the
dimensions of perception (visual - audio - a sense of kinesthetic - emotional - control of perception), skilful test
was also used to measure the concentration of attention and a test to measure the effectiveness of performance
skills. Most important findings were: the existence of statistical significant differences between the standard
(tribal - post test) for the experimental group in the variables of perception mental - to focus attention - the
effectiveness of performance skills for post- test measurement, the presence of statistical significant differences
between the standard post- tests for the two experimental and control groups in the variables of focus attention
and effectiveness of performance skills in favor of the experimental group, the spread rate of improvement in
the experimental group for the control group in the variable focus attention 28.89 % while the difference ratio
improved variable effective performance skills 21.05 %.The most important conclusions were that the program
mental visualization have a positive impact in improving the focus of attention and effectiveness of performance
skill and attention to the need for the researcher recommended the use of mental visualization programs within
education and training programs for judo players.
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INTRODUCTION practice before the competition, where it contributes to

Mental visualization is one of the vital issues in sport not linked to the competition, as well as the player can
psychology. The perception of mental means mentality conjure a mental image of some of the attitudes that
from which to configure the perceptions of past or new distract attention and trying to beat them to keep calm and
experiences or perceptions to prepare mentally for the focused attention to ensure the efficient performance of
performance. This kind of perceptions of mental term is the skill and this leads to better focus attention and to
called mental map, so that whenever such map is clear in assist in the performance of the correct responses to the
the mind of the player, the brain ends to clear signals to various competition situations [2].
parts of the body to determine what is required. The Judo is a sport of individual types of battles which
perception  is not just a visualization though the sense of depends on the opponent threw a switch on the play
sight is an important element, but it depends on the use of ground [3] and depends on the  training, mental and
other senses such as touch, hearing or combinations of physical building on the principles and scientific basis [4]
these senses [1]. and so little of each Shinzo Takkagaki and Harold.  The

Mental visualization also helps to improve the focus main objective for the sport of judo is to use the training
of attention when invoking the player's mental picture of of the mind and body together, according to Kano
the performance of some skills which is expected to GIGORS when he founded the sport of judo [5].

prevent distractions and think about the things that are
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And so, we can reach the highest degree of C There are differences in the percentage of
perfection in the sport of judo by not overlooking the improvement between the experimental and control
psychological  aspect in the setup program integrated. groups in the discussed variables (concentration of
The researcher noted through the interview of many attention -the effectiveness of performance skills) in
experts and trainers that they attribute the low level player favor of the experimental group.
to aspects of physical or skill or tactical without thinking
about the psychological aspect which may plays an MATERIALS AND METHODS
influential role in the sport and leads to a decrease
overlooked in the level of focus the attention of the player The researcher used the experimental method
and thus reflected the low level of performance. Through through experimental design of two groups, experimental
the work of the researcher as coach of judo team at Umm and officer, using pre and post- tests measurements for
Al-Qura University, Qunfudah city, Saudi Arabia, he each group. The sample was selected intentionally from
observed low concentration of the players during the the judo team players in the training center at Qunfudah
competition which in turn impact on the effectiveness of city - Umm al-Qura University - Saudi Arabia. It consisted
low performance skills. In this sense, the researcher of 24 players, randomly split into two groups, one
addressed this research in an attempt to determine the experimental and the other is control group of 12 players
impact of a program of mental vision to focus attention for each group.
and effectiveness of the performance skills of judo
players. Data Collection Tools:

Research Objectives: The research aims to use the C Basic Measurements (height, weight, age, training
program for the mental perception and knowledge of its age)
impact on the focus of attention and the effectiveness of C Physical testing 
the performance skills of judo players through: C Strength Characteristic by Speed[6]

C Identifying the differences between the standard (pre C Flexibility [6]
and post- tests) for the experimental group in the C (Illinois Agility Test) [6]
discussed variables (mental visualization - to focus C Speed Of Movement [7]
attention- the effectiveness of performance skills).

C Identifying the differences between the standard Test Measurement of Mental Visualization: The
post the two groups (experimental and control) in the researcher used the measure of mental perception (visual -
discussed variables (concentration of attention - the auditory -kinesthetic sense - emotional - Control of
effectiveness of performance skills). perception) [8]

C Identifying the differences between the improvement
rates of experimental and control groups in the Test Measurement of Attention Focus: Focus of attention
discussed variables (concentration of attention - the was measured by the researcher through a skilful test
effectiveness of performance skills). designed by the researcher [7]

Research Hypotheses: In light of the objective of this Skilful Performance Effective Measurement: The
research, the researcher the following hypotheses: effectiveness of the skilful performance was measured

C There are significant differences between the through skilful test designed by  the  researcher  [7].
standard (pre and post- tests) for the experimental Three referees registered in the Saudi Judo Federation to
group in the discussed variables (mental carry out the evaluation.
visualization - to focus attention - the effectiveness
of performance skill) for the post- test measurement. Tools and Equipment Used: 

C There are significant differences between the
standard post of the two groups (experimental - C Restameter
control) in the discussed variables (concentration of C Scale
attention - the effectiveness of performance skill) in C Medical balls (3kg)
favor of the experimental group. C Stopwatch

C (Standing Balance Test) [6]

(Ippon Seo Nagy - Hray Joshi - or Sotuajjary - Aozhuhy),
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Table 1: The homogeneity of the study sample N=24

Unit of Normative Skewness 
Type of measurement Variables Measurement Average Medium Deviation Coefficient 

Basic measurements Age Year 18.58 18.00 0.93 1.69
Height Cm 169.52 168.00 3.75 2.26
Weight Kg 70.80 65.70 12.16 1.96

Physical Variables Flexibility Cm 47.88 46.00 9.40 0.54
Kinetic speed Sec. 1.68 1.68 0.12 1.02
Agility No. 6.80 7.00 0.83 0.56-
Standing Balance Test degree 22.78 23.00 1.91 0,33-
Power distinct by speed M. 7.51 7.80 0.77 0.69-

Attention measurement Attention focus Sec. 2.38 2.39 0.53 0.19
Skill Tests Effectiveness of skilful performance degree 12.50 12.50 1.44 0.52-  

Table 2: The measurement of stability coefficient  N=8

1  application 1  applicationst st

Unit of -------------------------------- ------------------------------- Correlation
Variables Tests Measurement Average Deviation Average Deviation coefficient

Mental Visualization Visual degree 13.12 2.47 13.63 2.26 0.95
Aural degree 11.50 1.07 12.25 1.04 0.90
Kinetic degree 12.00 1.51 12.88 1.64 0.92
emotional degree 12.38 1.06 13.12 1.25 0.84
Perception control degree 3.12 0.64 3.50 0.53 0.86

Attention Attention focus Sec 2.13 0.46 2.15 0.45 0.99
Skill Effectiveness of skilful

performance degree 12.00 1.85 12.87 1.89 0.90

Table 3: The measurement of Truth coefficient  N=8

Special group Non-Special group
Unit of --------------------------------------- --------------------------------------

Variables Tests Measurement Average Deviation Average Deviation T

Attention Attention focus Sec 1.64 0.34 2.66 0.48 6.61
Skill Effectiveness of

skilful performance Degree 16.75 1.39 12.75 1.16 5.46

C A measuring tape minutes in module one. Where the program contains
C Kinetic response measuring device special training in working to eliminate muscle tension and
C Digital video camera (Panasonic) anxiety and to gain relaxation and exercises control of
C Computer CDs breath and use the dimensions of perception mental

The Exploratory Study: The researchers conducted an development of perception of the best level of
exploratory study in the period 17/09/2011 to 21/9/2011, performance art and special focus on retrieving details of
aiming at measuring the coefficient of truth -Stability tests performance mentally.
for measuring the variables under consideration.

Pre-Measurements: Measurements have been taken in for the variables under consideration on the two sets of
the pre test variables under consideration on the two sets research (experimental - control) and under the same
of research (experimental-control) starting from 09.24.2011 conditions and order of the pre measurements during the
to 09.26.2011. time period from 26/11/2011 to 28/9/2011.

Implementation of the Basic Experiment: Program was Statistic Analysis: The researchers used the Statistics
implemented visualization mental proposal to members of software (Excel and SPSS) for processing the data of the
the experimental group only for a period of 8 weeks in the research variables. They were (average-standard
period  from  28.09.2011  to  23.11.2011  and  by  3  training deviation-medium - skewness Coefficient -  T-Test -
units per week and past its time of application of 20:30 correlation Coefficient)

integrated way to reach the best results through the

Post-Measurements: Post measurements have been taken
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Researcher finds that the statistical differences is due

It is clear from Table 4 and Fig. 1 the existence of proposal, which contributed to the formation,
statistical significant differences between the standard development and refinement of  kinetic mind for the
tribal - post test experimental group in the dimensions of players, which increased the clarity of visualization of the
mental perception in favor of post test measurement, stages concerning the characteristics of the performance
where the values of T higher than the calculated value of of all specifications of motion (spatial, temporal and
T indexed, which amounted to 3.106 at the level of dynamic) and led to an increase in the senses involved in
significance 0.05. the formation of images mental performance and

The researcher  attributes the  statistical differences to summoned before the implementation of performance
the positive impact of mental visualization   program more clearly and thus possible for the brain to send
which increased the use of different sensory information signals to the proper parties to the mobility and parts of
and worked on the building and the formation of the body responsible for implementation of the
perceptions and mental image of integrated, which led to performance of the skills in question and is reflected in the
the creation of psychological climate and calmness for the rise and improve the focus of attention and effectiveness
players within the program, which contributed to the of performance skills. Rateb [2] stated that the perception
development of the perception of mental in its various of mental means mentality from which to configure the
dimensions (visual - auditory - kinesthetic sense - perceptions of past experiences or perceptions of a new
emotional - control of perception)in  an integrated manner. never before to prepare mentally for the performance and

This is consistent with the results of a previous study called this kind of perceptions of mental term mental map,
[9], which pointed to an improvement in the different so that whenever such map and clear in the mind of the
dimensions of mental perception (visual - auditory - player could be the brains ending clear signals to parts of
kinesthetic sense - emotional - to control perception) as a the body determine what is required and the perception of
result of the training program which has been applied to mental as such is not just a  visualization though the
the experimental group. It is clear from Table 5 that there sense of sight is an important element, but it depends on
are significant differences between the standard tribal - the use of other senses.
post test experimental group in the variables It is clear from Table 6 that there are significant
(concentration of attention - the effectiveness of differences between the standard post for the two
performance skills) for the measurement post test, where experimental - control group in the discussed  variables
the values of T calculated is higher than the value of T (concentration of attention - the effectiveness of
indexed, which amounted to 3.106 at the level of performance skills) in favor of the experimental group,
significance 0.05. researcher     attributes    statistical   differences   function

to the positive impact of visualization mental  program

Table 4: Significance of differences between pre and post measurements in the experimental group (mental visualization dimensions  N=12

Pre-test Post test

Unit of ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------

Variables Measurement Average Deviation Average Deviation T

Mental visualization Visual Degree 11.83 2.37 16.58 1.93 13.54

Measurements Aural degree 12.17 1.75 16.50 1.24 12.19

Kinesthetic degree 12.42 2.11 16.58 1.56 10.79

Emotional degree 12.75 1.22 17.08 1.08 16.91

Perception control degree 2.58 0.67 4.50 0.52 8.37

Table 5: Significance of differences between pre and post measurements in the experimental group (focus attention - skilful performance) n=12 

Pre-test Post test

Unit of ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------

Variables Measurement Average Deviation Average Deviation T

Focus attention Sec 2.40 0.50 1.18 0.16 7.49

Skilful performance degree 12.58 1.62 16.08 0.90 9.23
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Table 6: Significance of differences between pre and post measurements in the experimental group (focus attention - skilful performance) n1=n2=12 

Experimental Control
Unit of ------------------------------------ ----------------------------------

Variables Tests Measurement Average Deviation Average Deviation T

Focus attention focus attention Sec 1.18 0.16 1.85 0.49 4.32
Skilful performance skilful performance degree 16.08 0.90 13.25 1.22 4.95

Table 7: Comparison of improvement rates between the experimental and control group 

Experimental Control
Unit of ---------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- Improve

Variables Tests Measurement Pre-test Post test Improvement rate Pre-test Post test Improvement rate ment rate

Focus attention Focus attention Sec 2.40 1.18 50.83-% 2.37 1.85 21.94-% 28.89%
Skill Skilful performance degree 12.58 16.08 27.82% 12.41 13.25 6.77% 21.05%

Fig. 1: Average of pre and post measurements in the CONCLUSION
experimental group (mental visualization
dimensions Within the limits of action research and its goals and

Fig. 2: Improvement rates between the experimental and post- measurements for the two experimental and
control group control groups in the discussed

between experimental and control groups to influence effectiveness of performance skills) in favor of the
positive program visualization mental proposal and that experimental group.
was applied to the experimental group, which helped to C There were differences in rates of improvement
create the mind to imagine motor performance and between the two groups (experimental - control) in
recovery picture of performance with intellectual properly. the discussed variables (concentration of attention -

Also, the proposed program and the content of the the effectiveness of performance skills) than for the
content and procedures codified contributed to the experimental group using the program of mental
improved ability to concept the interrelationships between perception (experimental) on the control group used
the nervous system and muscle - motor, install and thus the program approach (traditional).

increase  the  ability  to   direct   and   control   the
relations  between  the  core  muscles  and  antioxidant
and  assistance,  as  well  as  improve  the  ability   to
direct and control the relations between the interfaces of
the body, which was reflected in the low rate of error
during the execution of the duties of the kinetic
experimental group and the integration of the technical
aspects of the preparation of psychological and physical
preparation and skilful and my plans for the experimental
group helped focus attention on improving the
effectiveness and performance skills in contrast to the
control group.

hypotheses and the results of statistical analysis, it is
possible to reach the following conclusions:

C There was no statistical significant difference
between pre and post- measurements for the
experimental group in the discussed variables (mental
visualization - to focus attention - the effectiveness
of performance skills) in favor of post -test
measurement.

C There are statistical significant differences between

variables(concentration of attention - the
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C The mental visualization program showed a positive 2. Rateb, O.K.,  2004. Psychological skills training in the
impact in improving the focus of attention and sports field. Dar Al Feker AL Araby, second edition
effectiveness of performance skills. Cairo. Egypt. (In Arabic)

C Repeating of the mental perception of the correct 3. Tarfa, M.I., 2001. Judo between theory and practice.
motor skills in question led to blurred vision and Dar Al  Feker  AL Araby, Cairo, first edition, Egypt.
helped to develop a sense of mobility. (In Arabic).

Recommendation: Within the limits of action research and company Inc, third edition, Singapore.
its goals and hypotheses and the results of statistical 5. Takkagaki, S., 1998. The techniques of Judo. Charles
analysis, it is possible to reach the following E. Tuttle company Inc, twentieth edition, Tokyo,
recommendations: Japan.

C The need to focus on using mental visualization performance. Dar Al Feker AL Araby, first
programs within education and training programs for edition,Cairo, Egypt. (In Arabic)
judo players. 7. Fared, K., 2007. Effect of the program of exercises to

C Paying attention to the psychological aspects when develop the quality of harmonic capacity on some
preparing training programs in the field of judo for all aspects of attention and level of technical
ages. performance for beginners judo. Ph.D. Thesis,

C Emphasizing on the importance of a sports Faculty of Physical Education, Mansoura University,
psychologist with the technical equipment in the Egypt. (In Arabic)
field of judo. 8. Shamaon, M.A., 1999. Sports Psychology and

C Performing further similar studies in the field of judo, Psychological Measurement. Egyptian Universities
especially on the ground play skills. library, first edition, Cairo, Egypt. (In Arabic).
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